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CONTACT 416.962.9600 TO CONSIGN EQUIPMENT AT AN UPCOMING AUCTION

COMPLETE MOBILE HOT ASPHALT PROCESSING PLANT

View of complete CEDARAPIDS ADM MODEL 8828 mobile hot asphalt mixing plant

CEDARAPIDS self-erecting 
mixed asphalt silo

HIGHLAND skid mounted storage tank

View of complete CEDARAPIDS ADM MODEL 8828 mobile hot asphalt mixing plant

CEDARAPIDS (4) bin cold feed hopper systemCEDARAPIDS MODEL 8800P/10 mobile 
fabric filter house

2016

LIVE BOTTOM

APPROX. 120,000 L CAPACITY
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TO SCHEDULE AN AUCTION CONTACT 416.962.9600

COMPLETE MOBILE HOT ASPHALT PROCESSING PLANT

CEDARAPIDS MODEL 8828 drum-type asphalt mixer/drier 

CEDARAPIDS binder preheating holding tank CEDARAPIDS single bin cold feed hopper system 

HEATEC HFP-100R heavy fuel oil preheater

ACE MFG mobile incline elevator conveyor 

View of MOBILE HOT ASPHALT MIXING PLANT controls

COMPLETE HOT ASPHALT PROCESSING 
PLANT

CEDARAPIDS ADM MODEL 8828 complete mobile hot 
asphalt plant located in JASPER, AB with max. 436 tons of 
mix per hour @ 3% moisture content, rated design capacity 
with retrofit SYSTEM EQUIPMENT CORP. WINDOWS PC-
BASED MODEL WIN-LC3000 process control consisting of:
CEDARAPIDS (4) bin cold feed hopper system with (4) 
approx. 84”x174” live bottom hoppers with (4) 29” live 
bottom belt conveyors, 210’x32” 3-roll rubber belt elevating 
transport conveyor, tandem axle semi-trailer mounted with 
leveling pads, s/n: 2ATJ06138XU250842
ACE MFG mobile incline elevator conveyor with ACE 4X6 
SHAKER, 48”x72” vibratory shaker screen, approx. 36’x28” 
3-roll powered incline discharge belt conveyor, single axle 
trailer frame mounted, s/n: 39520
CEDARAPIDS MODEL 8828 drum-type asphalt mixer/drier 
with 88” dia. x 28’ drum, electric chain drive, retrofit HAUCK 
SJ360-580 dual fuel preheat burner, HAUCK SB12212-
HMC blower with silencer, 60’x8’ tri axle semi-trailer frame 
mounted, s/n: 39518
CEDARAPIDS MODEL 805E-400 self-erecting mixed 
asphalt silo with 50hp slat bucket elevator conveyor, 
mixed asphalt holding silo with SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT LC-
1000 asphalt hopper scale and batch discharge controller, 
KOHLER gas powered standalone hydraulic system, tri axle 
semi-trailer mounted, s/n: 39523
CEDARAPIDS MODEL 8800P/10 mobile fabric type 
filter house with FULLER MODEL 7HV-7 30hp twin screw 
transport blower, drag conveyor, high-lift discharge, power 
damper actuator, dust ducting ADM to filter house, tri axle 
semi-trailer mounted, s/n: 39522

LIVE BOTTOM

1,000,000 BTU/HR HOT OIL HEATERAPPROX. 84” X 174”

88” DIA. X 28’ DRUM

36’ X 28”
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THIS BROCHURE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING.  PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE DETAILED LISTINGS AND PHOTOS. 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THIS INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY

COMPLETE HOT ASPHALT PROCESSING PLANT
ONAN DFHC-4487089 heavy-duty 
diesel generator with 900kw standby 
capacity, 818kw prime capacity, 
277/480v/3ph/60hz, CUMMINS 
QST30-C3 30L V12 turbo diesel engine 
with 1200hp @ 1800rpm, approx. 
16,500hours estimated, skid mounted 
construction, s/n: I000155239
CATERPILLAR 4-cylinder turbo 
diesel generator, s/n: n/a
WESTEEL 300-gallon capacity diesel 
fuel tank, s/n: 671301994
WESTEEL 300-gallon capacity diesel 
fuel tank, s/n: 671301988
LOT/ electrical equipment in 
generator trailer consisting of 
disconnect switches, transformer, 
and electrical panels
FRUEHAUF FB8-F2-40 tandem axle 
corrugated aluminum storage trailer 
(not plated, not in service), s/n: 
MAP326358
UTILITY single axle semi-trailer 
workshop conversion with reefer 
system & fuel tank (not plated, not in 
service), s/n: 1UYVS1296PU899601
LOT/ contents of workshop trailer 
consisting of: pigeonhole cabinet 
with fastening hardware, airlines 
& connectors, workbenches with 
toolboxes, hand tools, power tools, 
pneumatic tools, vices, specialty 
tools, propane tanks, heaters, 
spare parts inventory consisting 
of: bearings, rollers, transformers, 
pillowblock bearings, filters, electrical 
components & parts, oils, lubricants 
and accessories
TRAILMOBILE tandem axle mobile 
office trailer with ONAN 15kw diesel 
generator, heating/ac, furniture, and 
contents, s/n: 12711231582200
ACCURATE SCALE INDUSTRIES 
(2016) truck platform scale with (3) 
10’x20’ platform sections, load cells, 
portable scale house, s/n: 11331
UFA 270-gallon capacity composite 
storage tank, s/n: n/a
LOT/ skid steer bucket and fork 
attachments

SULLAIR LS 100 40hp screw type 
air compressor with air receiver tank, 
s/n: n/a
MAGNUM 12” dia. x 10’ incline 
powered auger conveyor with 10hp 
drive motor, MAGNUM rotary feeder, 
s/n: 26774
CEDARAPIDS binder agent 
preheating holding tank with (2) 
5hp binding agent transfer pumps, 
HEATEC HELIPAK HCS-100 dual 
fuel helical coil hot oil heater with 
1,000,000btu/hour max. capacity, tri 
axle semi-trailer mounted, s/n: n/a
MFG UNKNOWN 20hp hot binding 
agent transfer pump, s/n: n/a
HIGHLAND (2016) approx. 120,000l 
skid mounted storage tank with K.G. 
WARDSTROM combustion system, 
RIELLO MODEL 40F20 single stage 
mono-block fuel oil burner with max. 
202kw capacity, WESTEEL ROAD-
VAULT portable fuel/oil service tank, 
s/n: 13446
MFG UNKNOWN approx. 75,000l 
capacity skid mounted insulated 
holding tank, s/n: n/a
SANDYS WELDING LTD. 63,500l 
capacity skid mounted holding tank, 
s/n: 103
HEATEC (2005) HFP-100R heavy 
fuel oil preheater with HAUCK 3127X 
dual strainer 3hp package pump, 
s/n: H05-084
CEDARAPIDS single bin cold feed 
hopper system with (1) approx. 
84”x174” live bottom hopper with 
(1) 29” live bottom belt conveyor, 
3-roll rubber belt elevating transport 
conveyor, single axle semi-trailer 
mounted with leveling pads, s/n: 39521
CEDARAPIDS 24”X50’ 3-roll power 
incline rubber belt conveyor with ACE 
(2008) RAP 3230-B 30”X32” vibratory 
shaker screen, s/n: 39525
CEDARAPIDS 10’X20’ plant control 
van with electrical system, plug and 
play connector board, heating/ac, 
plant control console, tri axle trailer 
mounted, s/n: 39524

PNEUMATIC TIRE ROLLER 
COMPACTORS

HAMM (2018) GRW 180I-20 pneumatic 
tire roller compactor with (4) front & (4) 
rear tires, 72” width over tires front & back, 
17 ton max operating weight, approx. 
2,063 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: WGH0H228PHAA00175
CATERPILLAR (2016) CW 34 pneumatic 
tire roller compactor with (4) front & (4) 
rear tires, 82” width over tires front & back, 
27 ton max full ballast operating weight, 
10 ton max dry operating weight, approx. 
3,535 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: CAT0CW34KAL300131
HYSTER C530 articulating pneumatic 
tire roller compactor with (4) front & (5) 
rear tires, 7.4 ton max operating weight, 
approx. 3,524 hours (recorded on meter 
at time of listing), s/n: N/A

VOLVO (2014) P7110 tracked asphalt 
paver with 26’ max paving width, 12” max 
paving depth, 246 ft/min max paving 
speed, Volvo D8H 235hp engine, approx. 
4,735 hours (recorded on meter at time 
of listing), s/n: VCEP7110L0S385040
BOMAG (2014) CR562 tracked asphalt 
paver with 30’ max paving width, 12” 
max paving depth, 240 ft/min max 
paving speed, approx. 3,580 hours 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), 
s/n: 921913391001
CATERPILLAR (2015) AP 255E tracked 
asphalt pathway paver with 102” 
max paving width, approx. 960 hours 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), 
s/n: CATAP255KD8A00297
CEDAR RAPIDS TEREX (2007) CR462 
tracked asphalt paver with 28’ max 
paving width, 12” max paving depth, 
240 ft/min max paving speed, approx. 
8,480 hours (recorded on meter at time 
of listing), s/n: 60515 0441920 (not in 
service)
CEDAR RAPIDS TEREX CR362L tracked 
asphalt paver with 20’ max paving width, 
12” max paving depth, 240 ft/min max 
paving speed, approx. 2,845 hours 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), 
s/n: 60470 C344920
CEDAR RAPIDS TEREX MS-2 asphalt 
pick-up machine, s/n: 60211
GOMACO (2013) EC12-524 CURB 
CADET CC-1200 mobile slipform compact 
tracked curb machine, s/n: 904100-151
WIRTGEN (1997) W500 self-propelled 
asphalt profiler with 20” milling width, 
rear hydraulic conveyor, 846hours 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), 
s/n: 06.05.07000254.0719

ASPHALT PAVERS

SAKAI (2010) GW750-2 pneumatic tire vibratory roller compactor with (3) front 
& (4) rear tires, 77” width over tires front & back, 9 ton (25 ton non-vibratory 
equivalent) max operating weight, approx. 6,595 hours (recorded on meter at time 
of listing), s/n: 1GW2-20168
SAKAI (2010) GW750-2 pneumatic tire vibratory roller compactor with (3) front 
& (4) rear tires, 77” width over tires front & back, 9 ton (25 ton non-vibratory 
equivalent) max operating weight approx. 5,165 hours (recorded on meter at time 
of listing), s/n: 1GW2-20166

PNEUMATIC TIRE VIBRATORY ROLLER COMPACTORS
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THIS BROCHURE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING.  PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE DETAILED LISTINGS AND PHOTOS. 

EXCEPTIONALLY MAINTAINED WIRTGEN SP-25I SLIPFORM CONCRETE PAVER

View of WIRTGEN SP-25I controls

WIRTGEN SP-25I slipform concrete paver 

WIRTGEN slipformWIRTGEN slipform WIRTGEN WG15 slipform

Front view

WIRTGEN (2017) SP-25I slipform concrete paver with 12’ max inset/offset paving width, 79” max profile height, 
50 ft/min max working speed, flexible offset mold system, modular inset mold system, (4) crawler track system 
with individual/combined/all height adjustment, assortment of slip form paving forms and molds (may be offered 
separately), approx. 1,150 hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: 15SP0051

MULTIFUNCTIONAL INSET-OFFSET SLIP FORM PAVER

View of WIRTGEN SP-25I slipform concrete paver

2017

ONLY 1150 HRS

LRG QTY AVAILABLE

IMMACULATE CONDITION
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THIS BROCHURE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING.  PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE DETAILED LISTINGS AND PHOTOS. 

LATE MODEL OFFERING OF HEAVY ASPHALT PAVERS AVAILABLE

CATERPILLAR AP255E tracked asphalt pathway paver 

VOLVO P7110 tracked asphalt paver 

CEDARAPIDS TEREX CR362L tracked asphalt paver 

CEDARAPIDS BOMAG CR562 tracked asphalt paver 

4,735 HRS

ONLY 961 HRS 3580 HRS

2844 HRS

2014

2015 2014

GOMACO EC12-524 CURB CADET CC-1200 mobile 
slipform compact tracked curb machine

2013
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THIS BROCHURE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING.  PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE DETAILED LISTINGS AND PHOTOS. 

HUGE OFFERING OF LATE MODEL TANDEM ROLLERS AVAILABLE

HAMM GRW 180I-20 rubber wheeled roller HAMM HD 13 VT combi roller

HAMM 3412 compactor with full cabHAMM HD+ 140 VO tandem rollerHAMM HD+ 140 VV tandem roller

HAMM HD 110 HV compactorHAMM 3410 compactorHAMM 3410 compactor

CATERPILLAR (2015) CB 54B articulating 
vibratory tandem roller with 67”W x 47” diameter 
front & back smooth drums, 10 ton max operating 
weight, ONLY approx.790 hours (recorded on meter 
at time of listing), s/n: CATCB54BTLXD00293
HAMM (2012) HD+ 140 VV articulating vibratory 
tandem roller with 84”W x 55” diameter front & back 
smooth drums, 13.7 ton max operating weight, full 
cab enclosure, approx. 4,705 hours (recorded on 
meter at time of listing), s/n: H1840902

TANDEM VIBRATORY ROLLER COMPACTORS

HAMM (2012) HD+ 140 VO articulating vibratory tandem roller with 84”W 
x 55” diameter front & back smooth drums, 13.8 ton max operating weight, 
approx. 4,740 hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: H1840655
HAMM (2007) HD 110 HV articulating vibratory tandem roller with 66”W 
x 47” diameter front & back smooth drums, 13 ton max operating weight, 
approx. 4,395 hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: H1810473
BOMAG (2007) BW 120 AC-4 articulating vibratory tandem roller with 
47”W x 27” diameter front & back smooth drums, 2.8 ton max operating 
weight, approx. 4,750 hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: 
101880031147

2063 HRS 3790 HRS

4705 HRS 4740 HRS 2875 HRS

3200 HRS

2018 2015

2012 2012 2012

2012

4395 HRS

Inspection is by appointment only. Please email info@corpassets.com to arrange a date & time.

2012

3500 HRS

2007

IMMACULATE CONDITION
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CONTACT 416.962.9600 TO CONSIGN EQUIPMENT AT AN UPCOMING AUCTION

HUGE OFFERING OF LATE MODEL TANDEM ROLLERS AVAILABLE

CATERPILLAR CB-335D vibratory 
roller compactor

CATERPILLAR CB-54B vibratory roller compactorCATERPILLAR CW-34 pneumatic roller compactor

CATERPILLAR CS-563C vibratory roller 
compactor

BOMAG BW 120 AC-4 roller 
compactor

SAKAI GW750-2 pneumatic rubber tire roller

SAKAI GW750-2 pneumatic rubber 
tire roller

INGERSOL RAND SD-110D PRO PACK combi 
roller compactor 

HAMM (2015) HD 13 VT combination articulating vibratory roller 
compactor with 51”W x 35” diameter smooth drum, (4) rear tires with 
50” width over tires, 4.7 ton max operating weight, approx. 3,790 
hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: H2012615
HAMM (2015) HD 12 VT combination articulating vibratory roller 
compactor with 47”W x 28” diameter smooth drum, (4) rear tires with 
44” width over tires, 3.3 ton max operating weight, approx. 2,550 
hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: H2300422
HAMM (2007) HD 70K combination articulating vibratory roller 
compactor with 59”W x 45” diameter smooth drum, (4) rear tires with 
56” width over tires, 9.4 ton max operating weight, approx. 7,005 
hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: H1730814

COMBINATION VIBRATORY ROLLER COMPACTORS
HAMM (2007) HD 70K combination articulating 
vibratory roller compactor with 59”W x 45” 
diameter smooth drum, (4) rear tires with 56” 
width over tires, 9.4 ton max operating weight, 
approx. 8,095 hours (recorded on meter at 
time of listing), s/n: H1730628
CATERPILLAR (1999) CB 335D combination 
articulating vibratory roller compactor with 
51”W x 31” diameter smooth drum, (4) rear 
tires, 3.7 ton max operating weight, approx. 
5,375 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: 5PZ00313

2 AVAILABLE

2016 2015

2010

3535 HRS ONLY 790 HRS

5372 HRS 2251 HRS 6594 HRS

5166 HRS 4750 HRS

2010
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TO SCHEDULE AN AUCTION CONTACT 416.962.9600

LATE MODEL EXCAVATORS, MOTOR GRADERS & FRONT LOADING EQUIPMENT

CATERPILLAR 966G articulating front end wheel loaderKOMATSU WA320-6 articulating front end wheel loader

TAKEUCHI TB145 mini hydraulic excavator

CATERPILLAR 308E2 CR zero turn mini hydraulic excavatorHITACHI EX200-5 hydraulic excavator

JOHN DEERE 324E skid steer CATERPILLAR 259D compact track skid steer loader

CATERPILLAR 140H motor grader
3 AVAILABLE

8248 HRS 1957 HRS

5463 HRS

7885 HRS

2017

1997 HRS 1613 HRS

2017 2017

2000

2007 2000-2002

2008 1999
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CONTACT 416.962.9600 TO CONSIGN EQUIPMENT AT AN UPCOMING AUCTION

LRG ASSORTMENT OF LATE MODEL ATTACHMENTS & SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

20’ SEA CONTAINER 40’ SEA CONTAINER

20’ SEA CONTAINER 40’ SEA CONTAINER
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TO SCHEDULE AN AUCTION CONTACT 416.962.9600

 CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT VEHICLES & HEAVY 52 TON OUTDOOR FORKLIFT

PETERBILT PB337 dump truck

HINO FB flat deck truckFREIGHTLINER FL70 water truck

INTERNATIONAL DT466 7300 SFA 4X2 tack truck

FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY flat deck truck GMC 3500 HD flat deck truck

SVETRUCK 52120 heavy duty outdoor diesel forklift 

SVETRUCK (PURCHASED NEW IN 2009 FOR 
$600K USD) 52120 heavy duty outdoor diesel 
forklift with 114,000 lbs capacity, 200” max. 
vertical lift, 2-stage mast, side shift, fork 
spreader, dually with pneumatic tires, standard 
forks, 11,072 hrs (recorded at time of listing), 
s/n: 9064808 (LOCATED IN WINDSOR, ON)

HEAVY CAPACITY OUTDOOR 
FORKLIFT

PETERBILT (2012) PB337 4x2 medium 
duty crane & dump truck with PACCAR PX-8 
8.3-liter diesel engine, ALLISON 3000 RDS-P 
automatic transmission, 11,997 lbs front axle, 
22,994 lbs rear axle, air brake, PTO, hydraulic 
crane, 8’x20’ hydraulic dump box, approx. 
196,850 km (recorded at time of listing), vin: 
2NP2HN8X9CM147904

TRUCKS

2 AVAILABLE LIFTMOORE 2,000 LB. CRANE

HYDRAULIC CRANE

2012

2013

114,000 LBS CAPACITY

2009
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THIS BROCHURE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING.  PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE DETAILED LISTINGS AND PHOTOS. 

LARGE OFFERING OF LATE MODEL TRUCKS & TRAILERS AVAILABLE

CANADA TRAILERS MFG GNBT30-30KD fifth wheel tandem 
axle trailer

ABU E10230DP310 tri axle trailer 

LOAD TRAIL TRA/REM TILT DECK tilt n load tandem axle flat deck 
trailer

OASIS TRAILER MFG LOWBOY tandem 
axle flat deck trailer

OASIS TRAILER MFG VR-VREM  tandem axle flat 
deck trailer

MULTIQUIP TRA/REM WTE5C 
tandem axle water hauling trailer

CABRI tri axle flat deck trailer

GMC (2013) 3500 HD reg cab flat deck 
truck with 6.6-liter DURAMAX diesel 
engine, auto, RWD, dually, water tank, 
water pump, fuel tank, fuel pump, 
approx. 155,935 km (recorded at time 
of listing), vin: 1GD312C85DF209269
GMC (2013) 3500 HD reg cab flat deck 
truck with 6.6-liter DURAMAX diesel 
engine, auto, RWD, dually, water tank, 
fuel tank, fuel pump, approx. 196,105 
km (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), vin: 1GD312C81DF208054

LATE MODEL VEHICLES

DODGE RAM 2500 heavy-duty 
pickup truck

GMC SIERRA pickup truckDODGE RAM 1500 pickup truck 

GMC (2015) SIERRA SLE crew cab pickup 
truck with 5.3-liter V8 gas engine, auto, 4x4, 
approx. 173,000 km (recorded on meter at 
time of listing), vin: 3GTU2UEC0FG253233
DODGE (2011) RAM 2500 HD crew cab 
pickup truck with 5.7 liter HEMI v8 gas engine, 
auto, RWD, vin: 3D7TP2CT9BG614995
DODGE (2015) RAM 1500 SPORT crew 
cab pickup truck with 5.7-liter HEMI v8 
gas engine, auto, 4x4, approx. 211,825 km 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), vin: 
1C6RR7MT0FS507382

FORD (2011) F-350 SUPER DUTY crew 
cab flat deck truck with 6.2-liter V8 gas 
engine, auto, 4x4, LIFTMOORE l-21 
2,000lb max. capacity crane, 125-gallon 
capacity water tank, water pump, 
approx. 307,384 km (recorded at time 
of listing), vin: 1FT8W3B66BED00054
HINO (2003) FB flat deck cab forward 
truck with 5.3-liter diesel engine, 
auto, RWD, dually, approx. 570,798 
km (recorded at time of listing), vin: 
JHBFB4JH941S12547

2015 2015

4X4V8 HEMI V8 HEMI

22,000 LB. CAPACITY

10,000 LB. CAPACITY 10,000 LB. CAPACITY

10,000 LB. CAPACITY APPROX. 20,000 LB. CAP. 525 GALLON TANK

2019

2016

2016

2014

8’ X 30’ 8’ X 30’

8’ X 20’

7’ X 20’

7’ X 17’ 2014
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THIS BROCHURE IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING.  PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE DETAILED LISTINGS AND PHOTOS. 

LARGE OFFERING OF LATE MODEL CONSRUCTION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

IPOWER SUA12000E gas powered 
generator

BE 3” gas powered trash pumpKODIAK PWP2HX 2” gas powered 
water pump 

POWERFIST PAWP-2070S 2” gas 
powered water pump

HONDA EP2500CX gas powered 
generators

WACKER NEUSON GP2500 
gas powered generator

FIRMAN 3550 gas powered generatorBRIGGS & STRATTON ELITE8000 gas 
powered generator

ONAN DGDA-5552170 diesel 
powered generator 

LEICA RUGBY 610 self-leveling rotation laser 
level

TOPCON TRACER PLUS 
elevation control system 

ONAN heavy-duty 
diesel generator 

LINESIGHT self-leveling rotating 
laser level

PRO SHOT 
L4+ laser level

KOMATSU (2008) WA320-6 articulating front-end wheel 
loader with bucket, approx. 7,885 hours (recorded on 
meter at time of listing), s/n: KMTWA108A01070034
CATERPILLAR (1999) 966G articulating front end wheel 
loader with bucket, approx. 16,425 hours (recorded on 
meter at time of listing), s/n: X3PW00370X

WHEEL LOADERS

CATERPILLAR (2017) 308E2 CR zero turn mini 
hydraulic excavator with FINNING standard bucket with 
thumb, hydraulic blade, approx. 1,957 hours (recorded 
on meter at time of listing), s/n: CAT0308ETFJX08692
HITACHI (2000) EX200-5 hydraulic excavator with 
ACCURATE cleanup bucket with thumb, approx. 8,248 
hours (recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: 
14HP091919
TAKEUCHI (2007) TB145 mini hydraulic excavator with 
hydraulic front blade, approx. 5,463 hours (recorded 
on meter at time of listing), s/n: 14516526

HYDRAULIC EXCAVATORS

2 AVAILABLE

3 AVAILABLE 1,560 HRS

12,000 W 10,000 W 3,500 W

2,500 W

2019

2019

900 KW72 KW

2 AVAILABLE 3 AVAILABLE
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CONTACT 416.962.9600 TO CONSIGN EQUIPMENT AT AN UPCOMING AUCTION

PARTIAL LISTING ONLY. VISIT WWW.CORPASSETS.COM FOR MORE!

CATERPILLAR (2002) 140H motor grader 
with DIAMOND ripper attachment, approx. 
13,825 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: CAT0140HL2ZK07911
CATERPILLAR (2000) 140H motor grader 
with DIAMOND ripper attachment, approx. 
19,680 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: 2ZK05441
CATERPILLAR (2001) 140H motor grader 
with DIAMOND ripper attachment, approx. 
14,890 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: CAT0410HL2ZK06838

MOTOR GRADERS

HAMM (2012) 3412 articulating vibratory 
compactor with 84”W x 59” diameter 
smooth drum, (2) rear tires, 15 ton max 
operating weight, full cab enclosure, 
approx. 2,875 hours (recorded on meter at 
time of listing), s/n: H1802672
HAMM (2012) 3410 articulating vibratory 
compactor with 84”W x 59” diameter 
smooth drum, (2) rear tires, 12 ton max 
operating weight, approx. 3,200 hours 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: 
H1791800
HAMM (2012) 3410 articulating vibratory 
compactor with 84”W x 59” diameter 
smooth drum, (2) rear tires, 12 ton max 
operating weight, approx. 3,500 hours 
(recorded on meter at time of listing), s/n: 
H1791771
CATERPILLAR (1997) CS 563C 
articulating vibratory compactor with 
84”W x 60” diameter smooth drum, (2) 
rear tires, 11 ton max operating weight, 
approx. 2,251 hours (recorded on meter at 
time of listing), s/n: 4KN00685
INGERSOLL RAND (1999) SD-110D PRO 
PACK articulating vibratory compactor with 
84”W x 59” diameter smooth drum, (2) 
rear tires, 10.8 ton max operating weight, 
approx. 8,993 hours (recorded on meter at 
time of listing), s/n: 157010
INGERSOLL RAND (2000) SD-100D PRO 
PACK combination articulating vibratory 
roller with 84”W x 59” diameter smooth 
drum, (2) rear tires, 10.6 ton max operating 
weight, approx. 9,235 hours (recorded on 
meter at time of listing), s/n: 164706

VIBRATORY COMPACTORS
CANADA TRAILERS MFG (2019) 
GNBT30-30KD 22,000LB capacity 
fifth wheel tandem axle trailer with 
8’x30’ wood deck, steel loading 
ramps, vin: 2CPUSM2K5KA035807
ABU E10230DP310 tri axle 
trailer with 8’x30’ wood deck, 
steel loading ramps, vin: 
4UGFP3033JD030822
TRINITY HIGHWAY 
PRODUCTS (2017) VTQ-TL3 
energy absorption highway safety 
attenuator with arrow signal 
board, vin: 1E9T02316HA362067
OASIS TRAILER MFG (2016) 
VR-VREM 10,000LB capacity 
tandem axle flat deck trailer 
with 8’x20’ wood deck, vin: 
2SLFC6274GR008120
OASIS TRAILER MFG (2016) 
LOWBOY 10,000LB capacity 
tandem axle flat deck trailer 
with 7’x16’ wood deck, vin: 
2SLFC4271GR007706
LOAD TRAIL (2014) TRA/REM 
TILT DECK 10,000LB capacity 
tilt n load tandem axle flat deck 
trailer with 7’x20’ wood deck, vin: 
4ZETD2027E1059588
CANADA TRAILERS MFG 
(2011) TRA/REM CE716-14K 
14,000LB capacity tandem axle 
flat deck trailer with 7’x16’ wood 
deck, folding loading ramps, vin: 
2CPUSE2F6BA016191
CABRI (1991) APPROX. 
20,000LB capacity tri axle flat 
deck trailer with 7’x17’ wood 
deck, folding loading ramps, vin: 
2C9211487M1077036
CANADA TRAILER MFG (2010) 
CE716-14K 14,000LB capacity tandem 
axle flat deck trailer with 7’x16’ wood 
deck, vin: 2CPSE2F6AA0150101 
(NOT IN SERVICE)
FRUEHAUF (1972) MODEL 
FB8-F2-40 tandem axle corrugated 
aluminum storage trailer, s/n: 
MAP326358 (not plated, not in 
service) (located in Jasper AB)
UTILITY (1993) single axle semi-
trailer workshop conversion with 
reefer system & fuel tank, s/n: 
1UYVS1296PU899601 (not plated, 
not in service) (located in Jasper AB)
TRAILMOBILE tandem axle 
mobile office trailer with ONAN 
15KW diesel generator, heating/
ac, furniture, and contents, s/n: 
12711231582200 (not plated, not 
in service) (located in Jasper AB)

TRAILERS

CATERPILLAR (2015) CVP40 
vibratory plate compactor 
excavator attachment with 
23”x38” plate, s/n: CAT02641
AMI HTD1416E48C308E2CRP 
spare CATERPILLAR excavator 
clean up bucket, s/n: 174360-
01-01
EFI 308F2 spare CATERPILLAR 
excavator clean up bucket, s/n: 
8962058
HITACHI spare excavator bucket, 
s/n: N/A
BOBCAT (2013) HB980 hydraulic 
nail point breaker skid steer 
attachment, s/n: A00Y07988
CATERPILLAR (2014) BR172 
hydraulic skid steer brush cutter 
attachment, s/n: TAB02972
CATERPILLAR 279-5372 0.6CU/
YD capacity 72” spare skid steer 
bucket, s/n: XXXX2406
CATERPILLAR 279-5372 0.6CU/
YD capacity 72” spare skid steer 
bucket, s/n: 119955
BOBCAT SWEEPER 60 hydraulic 
skid steer sweeper attachment, 
s/n: 714416363
VERNIG hydraulic skid steer 
sweeper attachment, s/n: N/A
BOBCAT skid steer fork 
attachment, s/n: 6712927
JOHN DEERE 48” pallet fork skid 
steer attachment, s/n: N/A
MFG UNKNOWN skid steer pan 
attachment, s/n: N/A

ATTACHMENTS & 
IMPLEMENTS

CATERPILLAR (DEC 2017) 259D compact 
track skid steer loader with bucket attachment, 
approx. 1,997 hours (recorded at time of 
listing), s/n: CAT0259DKFTL15806
JOHN DEERE (2017) 324E compact wheeled 
skid steer loader with bucket attachment, 
approx. 1,613 hours (recorded on meter at time 
of listing), s/n: 1T0324EKTHG308762

SKID STEER LOADERS

INTERNATIONAL (2006) 
DT466 7300 SFA 4X2 tack 
truck with INTERNATIONAL 
DT466/MAXXFORCE DT 7.6-liter 
diesel engine, EATON FULLER 
manual transmission, ROSCOE 
(2007) MODEL-3 1900-gallon 
tack tank with control and 
dispensing system, approx. 
297,471 km (recorded on 
meter at time of listing), vin: 
1HTWAAAN37J396584
FREIGHTLINER FL70 water 
truck, vin: 1FULWHLBA6SL714073 
(not in service)
INTERNATIONAL TRANSTAR 
water truck with BOMEGA (1995) 
tank, vin: N/A (not in service)

TRUCKS
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ACCURATE SCALE INDUSTRIES (2016) 72,000 KG capacity truck platform 
scale with (3) 10’x20’ platform sections, load cells, portable scale house, DRO, 
s/n: 11331 (located in Jasper AB)

TRUCK SCALE

MULTIQUIP (2014) TRA/REM WTE5C 
4,500LB capacity tandem axle water 
hauling trailer with 525-gallon tank 
capacity, MULTIQUIP QP-2H 2” gas 
powered water pump, piping & valves, vin: 
4GNBM122XEB035261
POWERFIST (2019) PAWP-2070S 2” gas 
powered water pump with 225CC engine, 
2” NPT inlet/outlet ports, 9500GPH max. 
flow rate, 82’ max. discharge head, 26’ max. 
suction head, s/n: A1912000220 (brand new 
in box)
POWERFIST PAWP-2070S 2” gas powered 
water pump with 225CC engine, 2” NPT 
inlet/outlet ports, 9500GPH max. flow rate, 
82’ max. discharge head, 26’ max. suction 
head, s/n: N/A
KODIAK PWP2HX 2” gas powered water 
pump with 120CC engine, 2” NPT inlet/
outlet ports, 137GPM max. flow rate, 105’ 
max. discharge head, 26’ max. suction head, 
s/n: 1197294
BE 3” gas powered trash pump with 3” NPT 
inlet/outlet ports, 264GPM max. flow rate, 
85’ max. discharge head, 26’ max. suction 
head, s/n: 85.150.213

WATER TRAILER & PUMPS

ONAN (EST 1999) MODEL DFHC-4487089 
heavy-duty diesel generator with 900KW 
standby capacity, 818KW prime capacity, 
277/480V/3PH/60HZ, CUMMINS MODEL 
QST30-C3 30L V12 turbo diesel engine with 
1200HP @ 1800RPM, approx. 16,500 hours 
(estimated), skid mounted construction, s/n: 
I000155239 (located in Jasper AB)
ONAN (EST 1999) DGDA-5552170 
diesel powered generator with 80KW 
standby capacity, 72KW prime capacity, 
(120-208-220-240-440-480V/3PH/60HZ), 
CUMMINS 6BT5.9-G6 5.9L L6 turbo diesel 
engine with 130HP @ 1800RPM, approx. 
1,560 hours (recorded on meter at time of 
listing), s/n: C020342194
CATERPILLAR 4-cylinder turbo diesel 
generator, s/n: N/A (located in Jasper AB)
IPOWER SUA12000E 12,000W gas powered 
generator, (120-240V/1PH), s/n: N/A
BRIGGS & STRATTON ELITE8000 
10,000W gas powered generator, 
(120-240V/1PH/60HZ), 125.3hours (recorded 
on meter at time of listing) s/n: N/A
FIRMAN (2019) 3550 3,500W gas 
powered generator, (120V/1PH/60HZ), s/n: 
4902210352
WACKER NEUSON GP2500 2,500W gas 
powered generator, (120V/1PH/60HZ), s/n: 
24436184
(3) HONDA EP2500CX 2,500W gas powered 
generators, (120V/1PH/60HZ)

GENERATORS

SULLAIR LS 100 40HP screw type air compressor with air receiver tank, s/n: 
n/a (located in Jasper AB)
(2) WESTEEL 300-gallon capacity diesel fuel tanks (located in Jasper AB)
(2) UFA 270-gallon capacity composite storage tanks, s/n: n/a ((1) located in 
Jasper AB)
ATCO SLEEPER approx. 10’x44’ mobile office trailer, s/n: n/a
MFG UNKNOWN approx. 9’x34’ mobile office trailer, s/n: n/a
(2) 40’ sea containers, s/n: n/a
(2) 20’ sea containers, s/n: n/a
(2) STIHL BR600 backpack gas powered blowers, s/n: n/a
(4) HUSQVARNA K970 gas powered saws, s/n: n/a
MILWAUKEE 12” sliding compound miter saw with stand, s/n: B26-B914080320
RIDGID 10” table saw, s/n: EM1406 53228
TITAN HEA CONTROLMAX 1700PRO high efficiency airless paint sprayer with 
hose and gun, s/n: n/a

JOBSITE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

ATLAS COPCO (2015) LF75 gas powered forward plate compactor with 20”x22” 
plate, HONDA 160CC gas engine, s/n: BGE086203
ATLAS COPCO (2015) LF75 gas powered forward plate compactor with 20”x22” 
plate, HONDA 160CC gas engine, s/n: BGE086210
ATLAS COPCO (2015) LF75 gas powered forward plate compactor with 20”x22” 
plate, HONDA 160CC gas engine, water drip tank, s/n: BGF086211
ATLAS COPCO (2015) LF75 gas powered forward plate compactor with 20”x22” 
plate, HONDA 160CC gas engine, s/n: BGF086202
WACKER NEUSON (2018) VIBROPLATE WP1550AW gas powered forward 
plate compactor with 20”x20” plate, HONDA 160CC engine, water drip tank, 
s/n: 10835706
WACKER NEUSON (2018) VIBROPLATE VP1340AW gas powered forward plate 
compactor with 20”x20” plate, HONDA 160CC engine, s/n: N/A
WACKER NEUSON (2018) VIBROPLATE VP1340AW gas powered forward plate 
compactor with 20”x20” plate, HONDA 160CC engine, s/n: 10629204
WACKER NEUSON VIBROPLATE VP1340AW gas powered forward plate 
compactor with 20”x20” plate, HONDA 160CC engine, s/n: N/A
DYNAPACK (2010) LG200 gas powered forward plate compactor, s/n: 32007682

PLATE COMPACTORS

ACCURATE SCALE INDUSTRIES truck platform scale 

72,000 KG CAPACITY

2016
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METRO PAVING AND 
ROADBUILDING LTD.

ALSO: HUGE QUANTITY of TRAFFIC SIGNS comprising reflective panel signs, springboard sign 
holders, traffic barriers and handheld signs; infrastructure components; culverts; man hole covers; 
large quantity of concrete curb forms; large selection of field service fuel tanks; surveying equipment 
including transits, self-leveling rotating laser levels, contractors levels, magnetic locators; selection of 
power tools, hand tools, grease guns, support equipment and PPE; late model high end designer office 
furniture, executive desks and boardroom tables with ergonomic chairs; stainless steel appliances; 
LENOVO Core I7 next Gen laptop computers, (1) SURFACE tablet, (3) iPad tablets, desktop computers 
with large flatscreen monitors, office supplies, business machines and MUCH MORE!
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SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT 
AT FAIR MARKET VALUE.

CONTACT US TODAY TO 
LEARN MORE! 416.962.9600
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